Environmental connectivity influences the origination of adaptive processes
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Abstract

Spatial structure is hypothesized to be an important factor in the origin of life, wherein encapsulated chemical reaction networks came together to form systems capable adaptive complexity via Darwinian evolution. In this work, we use a computational model to investigate how different patterns of environmental connectivity influence the emergence of adaptive processes in simulated systems of self-amplifying networks of interacting chemical reactions (autocatalytic cycles, “ACs”). Specifically, we measured the propensity for adaptive dynamics to emerge in communities with nine distinct patterns of inter-AC interactions, across ten different patterns of environmental connectivity. We found that the pattern of connectivity can dramatically influence the emergence of adaptive processes; however, the effect of any particular spatial pattern varied across systems of ACs. Relative to a well-mixed (fully connected) environment, each spatial structure that we investigated amplified adaptive processes for at least one system of ACs and suppressed adaptive processes for at least one other system. Our findings suggest that there may be no single environment that universally promotes the emergence of adaptive processes in a system of interacting components (e.g., ACs). Instead, the ideal environment for amplifying (or suppressing) adaptive dynamics will depend on the particularities of the system.

Introduction

Prebiotic chemistry can be represented by networks describing possible reactions among the chemicals present at the origin of life. Understanding the origin of life requires that we understand how these chemical reaction networks gave rise to complex biological organisms (Kauffman 1986, Hordijk et al. 2010, Ruiz-Mirazo et al. 2014). In most cases, biological complexity can be explained by evolution (Lenski et al. 2003). However, traditional evolutionary theory presumes a population of genetically-encoded self-replicators, which are likely too complex to spontaneously originate from random chemical reactions (Oono 2012). Indeed, the emergence of genetic replicators and the beginning of Darwinian evolution is commonly defined as life’s origin (Kauffman 1993). Thus, understanding the origin of life requires illuminating how genetic self-replicators emerged from chemical reaction networks.

Chemical reaction networks often contain autocatalytic cycles, which are groups of chemicals that collectively produce more of themselves via sequences of reactions. One hypothesis for how the origin of life could have occurred is that pre-genetic adaptive processes emerged in chemical reaction networks made up of interacting autocatalytic cycles (Hordijk and Steel 2004, Xavier et al. 2020). For example, autocatalytic systems that can amplify themselves faster than others by better exploiting available resources or by containing more synergistic sub-components may more rapidly diffuse across an environment. Biases toward more efficient autocatalytic systems could then drive the transition to populations of genetic replicators (Baum et al. 2023). Importantly, this transition is thought to require some form of spatial structure that “encapsulates” its occupants, allowing different autocatalytic systems to exist in different regions. Encapsulation could initially be driven by abiotic factors, such as slow diffusion across a mineral surface submerged in water. Once autocatalytic systems capable of efficiently propagating themselves emerge, encapsulation could transition into full individuation driven by, for example, a member of the system that produces a membrane. This transition to genetic replicators can be thought of as the first egalitarian major transition in individuality, where unrelated units (comprising loosely interacting systems of autocatalytic cycles) unite to form a higher-level individual (Smith and Sathmary 1997, Queller and Strassmann 2009).

The prebiotic “chemical soup” of interacting autocatalytic cycles can be seen through an ecological lens wherein an autocatalytic cycle is analogous to a biological species (Peng et al. 2020). As in complex ecologies of species, autocatalytic cycles can exhibit competitive, predator-prey, or mutualistic associations with one another (Peng et al. 2020). Viewing the prebiotic chemical environment as an ecological community allows us to use insights and techniques from ecological theory to understand how chemical systems could have begun to exhibit dynamics consistent with adaptation. Specifically, we can identify scenarios that lead the system to exhibit adaptive dynamics, which we define here as behavior that is better explained by communities acting...
as Darwinian individuals than by pure ecological dynamics within those communities (Baum et al., 2023; Leither et al., 2023; Foreback et al., 2023). While promising preliminary work has tested the feasibility of pre-genetic adaptive dynamics in the laboratory (Vincent et al., 2019; Sokolskyi et al., 2024), such experiments are challenging. Thus, computational modeling for rapid hypothesis testing is a valuable complement to conducting laboratory studies. Indeed, recent computational studies support that adaptive processes can emerge from simple “ecologies” of interacting autocatalytic cycles (Foreback et al., 2023a,b; Leither et al., 2023). These studies found that the ability of a system to demonstrate dynamics better explained by evolutionary dynamics than by purely ecological processes is influenced by both 1) abiotic characteristics (e.g., ease of diffusion, rate of disturbance, and rate of seeding new chemicals) (Foreback et al., 2023a) and 2) the particular structure of interactions among autocatalytic cycles (Leither et al., 2023).

Another factor that has yet to be explored but likely plays a critical role in the emergence of adaptive dynamics is the environment’s spatial structure, which mediates the range of possible interactions among its occupants. Spatial structure is also known to influence ecological and evolutionary processes both in natural (Kool et al., 2013) and artificial systems (Dolson and Ofria, 2021; Tassoni, 2005; Plum and Baum, 2022). In this work, we use an artificial ecology model to investigate how different patterns of environmental connectivity influence the probability of adaptive dynamics occurring, a property termed “transitionability” (Leither et al., 2023). We hypothesize that the environment’s spatial structure may influence the emergence of pre-genetic adaptive dynamics, and that the environment’s connectivity can be manipulated to amplify or suppress the emergence of adaptive dynamics.

In this work, we measured the emergence of adaptive dynamics on ten different patterns of environmental connectivity for each of nine distinct “communities” of interacting autocatalytic cycles. Overall, we found that the pattern of environmental connectivity can dramatically influence the emergence of adaptive dynamics. However, the effect of any particular spatial structure depended on the structure of the community. Each spatial structure that we investigated amplified the emergence of adaptive dynamics for at least one community type and suppressed the emergence of adaptive dynamics for at least one community type.

**Background**

In community ecology, a metacommunity is a set of distinct communities connected by dispersal. Connectivity within a metacommunity is often determined by spatial distance and other biotic and abiotic phenomena, such as winds, ocean currents, physical barriers, or the migratory patterns of other species (Moritz et al., 2013; Leibold and Chase, 2017). This connectivity controls how organisms disperse across space. In turn, dispersal patterns determine the range of possible interactions among species, mediate the exchange of individuals (and genes) between populations, and influence where species can move in response to habitat unsuitability (Baguette et al., 2013). For example, populations subjected to a changing environment (e.g., due to climate change, competition with an invasive species, etc.) may have greater extinction risk if dispersal within the metacommunity is difficult (Campos et al., 2020).

The spatial structure of the environment also influences evolutionary processes at both short- and long-term time scales. Environmental connectivity strongly influences selection pressure, the probability of mutation fixation, and the overall rate of evolutionary adaptation (Perfeito et al., 2008; Bailey and Kassen, 2012). For example, fully connected population structures (e.g., well-mixed environments) often allow for rapid selective sweeps, leading to lower amounts of standing genetic variation (Nahum et al., 2015). In contrast, population structures with lower connectivity can slow down selective sweeps, often allowing for greater levels of standing genetic variation (Covert et al., 2014).

Previous work has used graph theoretic approaches to model short-term evolution on a wide range of network structures (i.e., environmental connectivity patterns). Indeed, different connectivity patterns either amplify or suppress the fixation probability of new mutations, directly influencing the overall rate of evolutionary adaptation (Kuo and Carja, 2024; Kuo et al., 2021; Allen et al., 2021; Möller et al., 2019). Graph properties such as the mean degree distribution of graph nodes, variance of degree distribution, and assortative mixing (i.e., preference for nodes to attach to other nodes with a similar degree) predict a spatial structure’s effect on fixation probabilities. For example, structures with low assortativity (e.g., graphs with hub-and-spoke structures) often act as strong amplifiers of adaptive evolution (Kuo et al., 2021). Other studies suggest that rates of adaptation can be controlled, in part, by tuning environmental connectivity patterns (Möller et al., 2019).

At longer time scales, environmental connectivity patterns can drive the evolution and maintenance of biodiversity (Losos and Schluter, 2000; Stein et al., 2014; Hernández-Hernández et al., 2021). For example, allopatric speciation occurs when a population is separated into two reproductively isolated populations (Grant et al., 2000; Gavrilets, 2014; Golestani et al., 2012). This separation is often caused by a physical barrier that isolates two geographic regions from one another, such as a mountain range, body of water, et cetera. Without such spatial isolation preventing gene flow, populations would more often remain genetically homogeneous (but see Losos and Schluter, 2000; Covert et al., 2014). Spatial resource heterogeneity has also been shown to increase diversity and promote the evolution of complex traits (Dolson et al., 2017). Indeed, particular regions of spatially heterogeneous environments
have been shown to act as evolutionary hotspots where novel adaptive traits are more likely to evolve (Dolson and Orta 2017). Likewise, many evolutionary search algorithms impose spatial structure on a population of candidate solutions in order to promote diversity, avoid premature convergence, improve search space exploration, and increase overall problem-solving success (Miralavy and Banzhaf 2023; Tomassini 2005).

**Methods**

We tested the effect of spatial structure on the origination of adaptive processes using an artificial ecology simulation. Specifically, we measured the emergence of adaptive dynamics for nine distinct simulated communities of interacting autocatalytic cycles (ACs) on ten spatial structures. For each distinct community, we compared adaptive outcomes across spatial structures, using a well-mixed (fully connected) control environment as a baseline for expectations in the absence of spatial structure.

**Artificial Ecology Model**

Our artificial ecology model simulates the growth of $N$ interacting ACs within a metacommunity (Leibold et al. 2004). The metacommunity comprises a network of local sites, each of which may contain different concentrations of each AC. ACs can interact with other ACs within the same site, influencing each other’s abundance at that site. An AC’s abundance is represented by a continuous value, and changes in any AC’s abundance is calculated using a generalized Lotka-Volterra model. That is, the growth of an AC is directly proportional to the abundance of ACs beneficial to it and the scarcity of ACs detrimental to it within its local site. In our experiments, we bounded each AC’s abundance (within a local site) to a maximum value of 10,000.

Each AC is defined by its interactions with each other AC, as specified by an interaction network. An interaction network is an $N$ by $N$ weighted and directed matrix where $N$ is the number of unique ACs. All experiments in this work used interaction matrices with $N = 10$ unique ACs. An element $x_{ij}$ within the interaction matrix defines the effect of AC $j$ on AC $i$. ACs may also have an intrinsic growth rate, which is the value at $x_{ii}$ (i.e., the diagonal). Each interaction $x_{ij}$ is continuous in the range $[-1, 1]$, where positive values are beneficial to growth and negative values are detrimental.

At each simulation time step, ACs may interact within a local site, influencing each other’s abundance. Then, ACs may be seeded into a local site at a per-AC seeding rate (0.05 in our experiments), which models rare, long-distance migration events. Finally, ACs may diffuse into adjacent sites, as defined by the environment’s spatial connectivity. During diffusion, 5% of each AC at a site diffuses into each neighboring site. We ran all of our experiments for 20,000 time steps. We chose our seeding and diffusion rates based on results from previous studies (Foreback et al. 2023; Leither et al. 2023) and exploratory experiments.

**Measuring adaptive dynamics** After 20,000 simulation updates, we “stabilize” each site by updating AC abundances for an additional 10,000 time steps. For each stabilization time step, AC abundances are influenced only by local interactions, allowing any recently seeded ACs to grow or decline to a stable abundance level. This stabilization process facilitates grouping communities together for further analysis based on their equilibrium states.

After stabilization, we record the distribution of ACs present at each site in the metacommunity. We define the ACs at a single site as a community. Each community is summarized according to the rank ordering of AC abundance. An AC’s abundance must exceed 10.0 to be considered as “present” in this rank ordering. This thresholding is especially important for interaction networks with weak interaction strengths where a post-stabilization abundance may approach zero without reaching it. Additionally, this summarization reduces noise by allowing us to categorize communities according to which ACs dominate, as opposed to the exact abundances present at each site. These ranked communities are then used to detect the frequency at which each community appears in a metacommunity. If two sites have identical AC members present, but each AC’s abundance differs slightly between the two sites, we still categorize them as equivalent communities, as long as the rank ordering of abundance levels are the same.

We then compare the final communities found in the simulation to those found in two null models: a community assembly null model and an adaptive null model. Figure 1 summarizes the differences between the full simulation and the two null models. Each of these two models are initial-
ized in the same way as the full simulation: a metacommunity comprising a network of local sites, each of which may contain different concentrations of each AC. However, in the community assembly null model, the distribution of ACs present at each site is determined entirely by ecological processes. That is, at each time step, ACs within each site may interact to influence each others’ abundance (as determined by the interaction network), and the only way for an AC to enter a site is through a seeding event. The communities that develop are therefore a result of ecological succession and are independent across sites. We record the distribution of communities present in the assembly model’s metacommunity after 20,000 updates.

In the adaptive null model, the distribution of ACs present at each site is determined by adaptive processes, where each group of ACs “reproduce” as a single unit and compete with other groups for space in the metacommunity. At each time step, ACs within each site may interact to influence each others’ abundance. Then, a group of ACs at a site may reproduce into an adjacent target site (chosen randomly from all adjacent sites). When a group of ACs reproduces into another site, 10% of each AC in the reproducing group is placed (together) into the target site, replacing any previous occupants. In our experiments, the probability of a site reproducing ($R_i$) is directly proportional to the total abundance of all ACs in the site: $R_i$ equals the total AC abundance at site $i$ divided by the maximum possible AC abundance at a site. After reproduction, new ACs may be seeded into each site (at the per-AC seeding rate). In this way, communities of ACs compete for limited space in the metacommunity, as communities capable of rapid growth out-compete those with slower growth rates. Because communities of ACs reproduce as a unit, any variation in community composition introduced by seeding is heritable. Thus, the combination of this heritable variation and competition for limited space results in pure evolution by natural selection. As in the community assembly null model, we record the distribution of communities present in the adaptive model’s metacommunity after 20,000 updates.

For each independent replicate of each experiment, we ran 200 independent community assembly null models and 200 independent adaptive null models. For each null model, we measure the distributions of final communities in order to provide a representative sample of communities that we expect to arise from purely ecological processes or from purely adaptive processes. We then compare the summarized communities recorded from the artificial ecology simulation to those from each null model, measuring “transitionability” as the likelihood ratio of having observed our data under purely ecological versus purely adaptive dynamics:

$$\sum_i C \left( \ln \left( \text{adaptive}_i \right) \right) - \sum_i C \left( \ln \left( \text{assembly}_i \right) \right)$$

where $C$ is the set of communities recorded from the simulation, and $\text{adaptive}_i$ and $\text{assembly}_i$ are the proportion of communities equivalent to $C_i$ found in the adaptive and assembly null models, respectively. The adaptive and assembly proportions are adjusted using additive smoothing to avoid division by zero errors. For each site in the simulation, this equation considers the proportion of sites in which the same community was present in each null model. If the community was present at a higher proportion in the adaptive model than the assembly model, the site will contribute positively to the overall transitionability score; the opposite is true for communities that are present more often in the assembly model.

Transitionability scores greater than 0 indicate that the final communities observed in a simulation are more similar to those observed in the adaptive null model than the assembly null model. Conversely, transitionability scores below 0 indicate that these final communities are more similar to those observed in the assembly null model than those in the adaptive null model. Thus, high transitionability scores are evidence that adaptive dynamics have emerged.

**Experimental Design**

For each of nine AC interaction networks, we compared the emergence of adaptive dynamics (measured as transitionability) across ten environmental connectivity (spatial structure) regimes. We used a fully connected structure (i.e., a well-mixed environment) as a baseline for establishing which regimes amplified versus suppressed adaptive dynamics, as is standard practice (Kuo and Carja, 2024; Möller et al., 2019). For each interaction network, we ran 20 independent replicates of each connectivity regime.

**Spatial structures** For all experiments, we limited the number of sites in the metacommunity to 100, and the environment’s spatial structure determined the connectivity of sites. Connections between sites were undirected. We included spatial structures commonly used in artificial life systems and from studies on the effects of spatial structure on ecological and evolutionary dynamics. For spatial structures generated by stochastic graph generation algorithms, we independently generated 20 structures to be used across experiments (one per replicate). Brief descriptions of the spatial structures are given below:

- **Well-mixed (fully connected):** A fully connected graph where each vertex is connected to all other vertices.
- **Toroidal lattice:** Vertices are organized into a toroidal grid where each vertex is connected to its four neighboring vertices. The vertices in the top and bottom rows and left and right columns are connected, respectively.
- **Linear chain:** Vertices are organized into a linear chain, where each vertex is connected to its two neighbors.
Connectance and positive interaction proportion significantly impact the transitionability of an interaction network in baseline conditions. By explicitly varying these properties across interaction networks, we ensure a diverse set of possible communities of ACs. Additional properties of the interaction networks may also influence the emergence of adaptive dynamics; however, testing the effects of spatial structure on a greater number of interaction networks falls outside of the scope of this study.

**Statistical analyses**

For all experiments, we limited comparisons to measurements taken from replicates that shared an interaction network. When comparing distributions of measurements taken from different spatial structure regimes, we performed Kruskal-Wallis tests to screen for statistical differences among independent conditions. For comparisons in which the Kruskal-Wallis test was significant (significance level of 0.05), we performed post-hoc Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to identify pairwise differences, and we corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method.

We used Spearman’s rank correlation method to test for correlations between variables, and we corrected for multiple correlations using the Holm-Bonferroni method. Complete results of all statistical analyses are available in our supplemental material (Lalejini et al., 2024).

**Code and Data Availability**

Experiment software and data analyses can be found in our supplemental material, which is hosted on GitHub and archived on Zenodo (Lalejini et al., 2024). Our experiment data are archived on the Open Science Framework at (Lalejini et al., 2024).

**Results and Discussion**

**Environmental connectivity influences the emergence of adaptive dynamics**

We investigated the impact of spatial structure in the context of nine different interaction networks that varied in their connectance and proportion of positive interactions among autocatalytic cycles (ACs). For each interaction network, we compared the transitionability scores achieved in each of ten classes of spatial structure. Transitionability score measures the emergence of adaptive dynamics. Communities with transitionability scores greater than zero exhibit behavior that more closely resembles what would be expected from systems undergoing purely adaptive dynamics, and scores less than zero exhibit behavior that more closely resembles expectations under purely ecological dynamics.

Figure 2 shows the transitionability of each community type across each spatial structure. Dashed vertical lines represent the median transitionability achieved (across repli-
Figure 2: Transitionability scores achieved on each spatial structure for each community type (interaction network). Each panel corresponds to an interaction network with a particular combination of connectance (rows) and positive interaction proportion (“PIP”, columns). Dashed vertical lines (black) represent the median scores in the well-mixed environment, and solid vertical lines (red) are drawn at 0 transitionability score. Each Kruskal-Wallis test for each interaction network was statistically significant (p < 0.001).

As in previous work (Leither et al., 2023), different community structures varied in their baseline transitionability, with some producing scores below zero (e.g., Fig. 2 at PIP 0.25, Conn. 0.5) and others producing scores much greater than zero (e.g., Fig. 2 at PIP 0.75, Conn. 0.5). For each interaction network, we found significant variation in transitionability among spatial structure regimes (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.001), although for one interaction network (connectance = 0.75, PIP = 0.75) no spatial structures produced transitionability significantly different than well-mixed. For all other interaction networks, we found at least one spatial structure with significantly different transitionability scores than those achieved in the well-mixed regime (corrected Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, p < 0.02). However, which spatial structures differed from well-mixed and the direction of their effects varied by interaction network (Table 1).

The effect of spatial structure varies across community types

The effect of any particular spatial structure varied across interaction networks (Figure 2). For example, the star spatial structure was the strongest amplifier of transitionability for the interaction network with low connectance and low positive interaction proportion (p < 0.001). In contrast, the star...
structure was the strongest suppressor of transitionability for the interaction network with low connectance and high positive interaction proportion ($p < 0.001$).

For each interaction network, we categorized each spatial structure’s effect on transitionability as either an “amplifier”, “suppressor”, or “neither”. If a spatial structure resulted in transitionability scores that differed significantly from those of the well-mixed condition (Holm-Bonferroni corrected Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, $p < 0.05$), we categorized it as either an amplifier or suppressor if scores were greater or lower, respectively, than those from the well-mixed regime. If we failed to detect a significant difference in scores between well-mixed and a particular spatial structure, we categorized that spatial structure as “neither”.

### Table 1: Effect of each spatial structure on adaptive processes for each interaction network: amplifier (“+”), suppressor (“−”), or neither (“Ø”). The structure with the greatest median effect magnitude (positive and negative) for each interaction network is bolded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction Network</th>
<th>Spatial structure effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.25 PIP 0.25</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Waxman, Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ø Cycle, Linear, Barabasi-Albert, Waxman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.25 PIP 0.50</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Star, Linear, Lattice, Wheel, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Barabasi-Albert, Waxman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.25 PIP 0.75</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Star, Linear, Lattice, Wheel, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.50 PIP 0.25</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Linear, Barabasi-albert, Waxman, Star, Wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.50 PIP 0.50</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Linear, Barabasi-Albert, Waxman, Star, Wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.50 PIP 0.50</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Linear, Barabasi-Albert, Waxman, Lattice, Wheel, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.75 PIP 0.25</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Linear, Waxman, Star, Lattice, Wheel, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.75 PIP 0.50</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Linear, Waxman, Star, Lattice, Wheel, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn. 0.75 PIP 0.50</td>
<td>+ Comet-kite, Cycle, Linear, Barabasi-Albert, Waxman, Star, Lattice, Wheel, Windmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Lattice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows how spatial structures were categorized for each interaction network, and Figure 3 shows the number of times each spatial structure fell into each category across experiments. The overall effect of every spatial structure varied by interaction network; each structure acted as either an amplifier, a suppressor, or neither at least once. Moreover, the distribution of how spatial structures were categorized varied across all interaction networks. Only the linear chain and cycle spatial structures behaved similarly to one another across all interaction matrices, which is unsurprising given their similarity in underlying connectivity. The presence of such variation is broadly consistent with evolutionary graph theory literature. For example, star, lattice, windmill, and random Barabasi Albert graphs have each been shown to amplify adaptive evolution in some contexts and suppress it in others (Kuo et al., 2021; Allen et al., 2021, 2020; Kuo and Carja, 2023; Tkadlec et al., 2020).

![Figure 3: Distribution of effects for each spatial structure across all experiments.](image)

Previous artificial life studies investigating the emergence of adaptive dynamics found that a community’s “transition-ability” depended on the particular set of abiotic conditions (Foreback et al., 2023a). Indeed, when AC community structures and abiotic conditions were simultaneously optimized for transitionability, the optimal abiotic parameters varied across optimized community structures (Foreback et al., 2023b). Taken together with these previous results, our data suggest that the emergence of adaptive dynamics in any system is sensitive to the broader environmental context in which the system exists. A system that supports adaptive dynamics in one environmental context may not in other environmental contexts.

### Different spatial structure properties correlated with the emergence of adaptive dynamics for different interaction networks

The ten spatial structures used in our experiments represent a small sample of possible patterns of environmental connectivity. To help inform future studies on how connectivity can be configured to either minimize or maximize the emergence of adaptive dynamics, we screened for spatial structure properties that correlated with transitionability scores. We computed 21 graph properties for each of the spatial structures used in this work. We then identified the top three properties that most strongly correlated (positive or negative) with transitionability score (Holm-Bonferroni corrected Spearman’s rank correlation, $p < 0.05$). We chose efficiently-computable properties commonly used in studies investigating the effects of graph structures on adaptive evolution (Kuo and Carja, 2024; Hagberg et al., 2008). While the chosen properties are non-exhaustive, they provide a starting point to inform the design of spatial structures in fu-
ture work. All 21 graph properties are listed and defined in supplemental material (Lalejini et al., 2024); for brevity, we focus our discussion on those that appeared most correlated with transitionability scores.

![Table 2: Top three statistically significant graph properties most strongly correlated with transitionability score for each interaction network (Holm-Bonferroni corrected Spearman’s rank correlation, \(p < 0.05\)). Correlation strength is given in parentheses. Positive correlations are in blue, and negative correlations are given in red.](image)

Table 2: Top three statistically significant graph properties most strongly correlated with transitionability score for each interaction network (Holm-Bonferroni corrected Spearman’s rank correlation, \(p < 0.05\)). Correlation strength is given in parentheses. Positive correlations are in blue, and negative correlations are given in red.

In this work, we established that the pattern of environmental connectivity can influence the emergence of adaptive dynamics in a simulated system of interacting autocatalytic cycles (Figure 2). However, whether a particular pattern of connectivity amplifies or suppresses adaptive dynamics will likely vary across systems (Figure 3), as we found that spatial structures had different effects for different communities (defined by different interaction matrices). In combination with results from previous studies on the emergence of adaptive dynamics (Foreback et al., 2023b; Leither et al., 2023; Foreback et al., 2023d), our findings suggest that there may be no single environment that universally promotes the origination of adaptive dynamics. Instead, the ideal environment for amplifying (or suppressing) adaptive dynamics will depend on the system. Future work will investigate whether we can predict a spatial structure’s effect given a system’s interaction network.

While our results have established that the pattern of environmental connectivity is an important factor in the origination of adaptive processes, we have yet to disentangle the mechanisms underlying connectivity’s effects. Future work will conduct a case study on selected replicates from our experiments, visualizing how different connectivity patterns influence community diffusion. Additionally, future work will use the graph properties that we identified as most strongly correlated with transitionability scores to design (by hand and using automated graph generation tools) spatial structures that we would expect to maximally amplify or suppress adaptive dynamics.
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